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Lot

Description

1

Moorwood Vulcan MVIN2 Heated Induction Heated Induction unit 450 x 800 x 860mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

2

Frigorie Easy Reach Express HC Display cabinet A refrigerated display cabinet with smart defrosting system & accurate temperature
control through EMD. Dynamic curves help attract consumer attention, high quality and easy access to cooking mechanism. 650 x 700 x
1430mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

3

MIWE Aeromat Convection Baking Oven two section Convection Baking Oven: Universal oven " MIWE Aeromat " with a dispenser ,
loaded with 8 sheets 600 * 800mm., With a system of forced convection of hot air in the chamber. It is intended for bakery-bakery,
confectionery, supermarkets, cafes, canteens, ...[more]

4

Moffat V3 Heated display cabinet Heated display cabinets with heat lamps (5) 1200 x 640/880 x 1530mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

5

Moffat Heated display cabinet Heated display cabinets (no lamps) 1200 x 640/880 x 1530mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

6

Blizzard L200WH Undercounter Freezer Blizzard L200WH Under Counter Freezer is part of the Blizzard Blue Line 200 range which
includes both refrigerators and freezers with glass and solid doors.The L200WH has a white laminated exterior finish and Blue Line
Dixell controller for monitoring the inter ...[more]

7

Falcon Electric Bratt Pan The medium duty Falcon Chieftain Electric Manual Tilt Bratt Pan E2994 offers a variety of different cooking
options, including griddle, shallow and deep fry, boil, simmer and stew. This particular bratt pan also features an accurate, variable
thermostat that offers profess ...[more]

8

Moffat Hot Cupboard Moffat hot cupboard with Bain Marie and heated lights. 1200 x 650 x 1300mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

9

Moffat Multi tier ambient unit Ambient Display Cabinet Moffat display unit with ambient shelving. Glass fronted and blue exterior 1200 x
700 x 1650mm

10

Bravilor Bonamat UIO Coffee filter Quick filter machine for locations without water connection. Including stainless steel vacuum flask (2
litres) and plastic filter pan. 220 x 350 x 550mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

11

Lincat EB4F Water Boiler The Lincat EB4F is one of a new generation of filtration water boilers from UK manufacturer Lincat and comes
with a 2 year parts and labour warranty. The machine is designed in a pleasing contemporary style and is therefore ideal for front of
house or self-service operation ...[more]

12

Moffat Hot Cupboard Hot food display unit with cabinet section 1800 x 750 x 1300mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

13

Moffat Vesicate Hot Cupboard Hot Cupboard 1200 x 650 x 1300mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

14

Moffat Vesicate Royal 3 Hot Cupboard Hot Food display cupboard 1200 x 650 x 1200mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

15

Aspull Catering Heated Carvery unit with lights Our stainless steel free standing single or double carvery pad complete with meat studs
to hold the meat in place, heated by two quartz 300W lamps with the temperature regulated by a dimmer switch to control each lamp.
800 x 550 x 700mm V/Ph/Hz. 23 ...[more]

16

Falcon double stack convection oven G1112 2 tier Gas Convection Oven Falcon gas ovens with fan assisted. 900 x 770 x 750mm

17

Williams PW4 R290 Chilled Prep Top The PW4 mobile refrigerated prep well is the perfect solution for sites with limited space that
require fresh ingredients on tap in the kitchen. It is capable of holding four 1/3 Gastronorm pans, and incorporates a unique airflow
design guaranteed to keep food at o ...[more]

18

Falcon Solid gas top With an exceptionally powerful solid top which can reach temperatures of 400C, the gas Falcon Dominator Plus
single bullseye solid top oven range is the perfect addition to busy restaurants, hotels, canteens and takeaways. The Falcon oven range
is incredibly versatile - the s ...[more]

19

Hobart Pressure Steamer This is a very healthy method of cooking. Rapid, healthy, cost effective and a simple method of cooking. High
pressure steaming offers the chef fantastic portion management for steaming, braising, blanching and cooking. A chance to reduce
waste due to the rapidity of cooking ...[more]

20

Bonnet 4 range burner This is the first Range of this heavy duty bonnet 4 range burner is teh perfect addition to your kitchen. Part of the
respected Hobart Premier Plus range of equipment. Offering superb high output burners above a deep spill well. Excellent temperature
control. Easy to use contr ...[more]

21

Blizzard Bz-bar1ss Single door Back bar counter Back Bar Chiller Glass doors that can hold 130 bottles. Brilliant features including self
closing doors, allow extra 5mm at side for fully opened and digital controller with temperature readout. Double glazed door with internal
illumination and stipple ...[more]

22

Display unit Refrigerated serve over counter Refrigerated Serve over cabinet with under storage. Glass fronted with two shelves plus
base. 1050 x 1010 x 1300mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

23

Display unit Refrigerated serve over counter Refrigerated Serve over cabinet with under storage. Glass fronted with two shelves plus
base. 1530 x 1010 x 1300mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

24

Precision MCU223 2 door chiller counter with gantry Precision’s durable all stainless steel slimline GN2/3 counters have been designed
to provide commercial caterers with reliable, energy and cost efficient refrigerated storage solutions. Proudly made in the UK, these
counters are capable of meetin ...[more]

25

Foster PREM400W Refrigerated Wine cabinet A Foster Premier 400 litre wine cabinet . Complete with Wine rack. 700 x 800 x 1800mm
V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

26

Infrico AGN 301 Single door chiller A sound choice for the cost conscious customer. This Infrico AGN301 cabinet combines sleek new
modern aesthetics with award winning innovations. 482 x 695 x 2100mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

27

Foster FDC 1200. 1200 wide Display open fronted Perfect for maximising impulse sales of chilled food and drink, the FDC 1200 is a
best-in-class open front self-service display chiller from UK market leading brand Foster Refrigeration. Elegant and stylish, the chiller
ensures that the contents are k ...[more]

28

WEALD WM42S Double door Back bar counter The Weald 4 Series range of bottle coolers with finishes in brown coated steel will
enhance any bar. These heavy duty coolers have chrome lockable latches fitted as standard. Surely the cabinet with the highest
specification on the market today. 1220 x 500 x ...[more]

29

Foster GS1440HP Gastronorm Double door pass through chiller A Foster double door 1350 litre with lockable doors and 6 shelves.
Brilliant for food storage with a 1-4 degree temperature range and ambient temperature of 43 degrees. 2 glass doors and 2 solid doors
Pass through chiller 1440 x 800 x 2080m ...[more]

30

TRUE GDM-19t Display Chiller This True GDM-19T single door display refrigerator is perfect for enticing impulse sales in a retail
environment. Its exterior is chip white laminated vinyl, has a double pane thermal insulated glass door that is self-closing, and four
adjustable heavy duty PVC coated wi ...[more]

31

Tefcold BC60 Single door bar chiller The Tefcold BC bar fridge is a top of the range unit. Its interior lighting makes it perfect for
maximising impulse sales. The bar fridge is a great size for selling 330ml bottles or energy cans. The BC range is suitable for pubs,
bars, clubs, and shops. 432 x 4 ...[more]

32

Valera KBC100C Glass door drinks chiller The Valera KBC 100 C Compact Glass Door Chilled Merchandiser is a compact mid height
chiller which is easy to clean, suitable for dairy products, sandwiches or chilled drinks. 497 x 505 x 840mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

Precision MCU211 double door counter Precision’s durable all stainless steel GN1/1 counters have been designed to provide
33

commercial caterers with reliable, energy and cost efficient refrigerated storage solutions when space is at a premium. Proudly made in
the UK, these counters are capable of meet ...[more]

34

Foster PMC2HRT 2 door chiller prep station A two door Pizza Prep Station with six gastronorm 1/3 pans capacity 1140 x 850 x 1100mm
V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

35

Tefcold IC-NIC/SC 2 door glass chest freezer An excellent choice of sliding glass lid chest freezers similar to the IC-SC range but with
sloping top for a better visual display, and curved lids which always look better. Ideal for display of frozen food including ice cream and
lollies. Sturdy heavy ...[more]

36

Titan Titan450 Single door drinks chiller A 500 litre drinks chiller with glass front 630 x 640 x 2000mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

37

Husky C6HY Single door drinks cabinet Glass fronted drinks cabinet 710 x 690 x 1998mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

38

Tefcold UF550 Single door freezer Tefcold UF550 solid door freezer is an ideal freezer for any established catering environment as well
as kitchens. With an interior high of 1469 mm and a width of 600 mm, the UF550 solid door freezer offers you a great space for you to
store a larger quantity of pr ...[more]

39

Moorwood Vulcan MLE90CR-F-RS 900mm convection oven 2 solid top Manitowoc Moorwood Vulcan MLE90CR-F-RS - 2 solid, 2 round
hotplates Range Convection Electric 900 x 900 x 940mm 3 Phase

40

MKN 2021115 Floor standing Clamp Grill Visible surfaces ground and matt brushed, grain size 320. It has two separately adjustable
heating zones and lockable grease outlet opening with an extractable grease collecting container below. All for just £3950 800 x 800 x
900mm 3 Phase

41

Mareno NBR78GF Gas Bratt Pan Tilting bratt pans are the most practical and advanced solution for preparing all sorts of dishes. 800 x
800 x 860mm

42

Electrolux Gas Bratt Pan Gas Bratt Pan Bratt Pan. Manual tilt with large 100litre capacity. Perfect working condition reliable pan. 980 x
1000 x 900mm

43

Wolf WIS7FIR Electric Induction with stand Wolf's new line of induction cooktops heats cookware instantly and delivers precise control
at both high and low end, all on a cool, safe cooking surface. lack Ceran glass ceramic surface is resistant to scratching, staining,
impact and heat. Cookware sens ...[more]

44

Lincat OG8005/N Gas solid top with oven Powerful, reliable and built to last, the natural gas Lincat Opus 800 Solid Top Oven Range
brings impressive versatility and performance to the commercial kitchen. The 9kW oven can hold four full sized gastronorm pans,
allowing you to cook large quantities of ...[more]

45

Dora DM-S-94323 Mobile Double Plate warmer This Dora Metal distributor keeps plates heated ready for food preparation. It includes
two lids to conceal heat for plates. 1000 x 490 x 850mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

46

Moorwood Vulcan Solid Top Solid top with oven and splashback Stainless steel coated solid top with splashback and oven. Perfect for
any cooking envrionment. Fully tested by our qualified engineers. 900 x 800 x 850mm 3 Phase

47

Falcon 350/18 Work top drawer The Falcon 350 Worktop Drawer Unit Single is well-known amongst professional caterers as being a
great attribute to any commercial kitchen. Its stainless steel exterior and reinforced worktop section means it is exceptionally sturdy
whilst its drawer unit with removable ...[more]

48

MBM G6SF972P 6 BURNER GAS COOKER WITH OVEN MBM G6SF972P 6 burner brand new The watertight pressed, 45mm deep,
worktop is in 1.5 mm AISI 304 stainless steel with drawn edges allows an efficient burning and prevents liquid overflowing, ensuring
easier cleaning operations 900 x 600 x 900mm

49

Valentine VMC2 Pasta Boiler The Multi Cooker can help the caterer offer a wider selection of menu options. Due to its design, the
standard unit allows the caterer to use a mixture of standard gastronorm containers and baskets according to the menu being offered.
This compact unit is made of stainles ...[more]

50

Falcon E350/34 Electric Counter Top Griddle The Falcon 350 electric countertop griddle is a powerful, yet precise addition to the
commercial kitchen. Featuring a large 455 x 270mm cast iron cooking area, the griddle offers plenty of cooking surface and can easily
griddle or shallow fry a variety of ...[more]

51

Hobart HCSGF4772V Twin Tank Gas Fryer The Hobart 700 of gas counter top fryers with safety thermostat and oil temperature
regulation. 400 x 800 x 1180mm

52

Falcon AMBEINT STAINLESS STEEL CUPBAORD Ambient stainless steel drawer The Falcon 350 Series is one of the smallest
cooking systems available that will accommodate standard gastronorm containers. The modular design of 350mm and 700mm wide
units have a front to back dimension of just 650mm. This en ...[more]

53

Zanussi MFR/G1S 07 Gas Fryer Zanussi Gas Fryer . Deep V shaped well allows for rapid heat up as well rounded corners allow as
easy cleaning 350 x 700 x 900mm

54

Bartlett D11G/302 Single Tank gas fryer The high speed, rapid recovery and energy efficient Bartlett Yeoman D-11G302 Single Tank
Gas Fryer is manufactured in high grade stainless steel and is double skinned to ensure oil tank temperature retention and safe exterior
operating temperatures. The unit a ...[more]

55

Zanussi Twin tank gas fryer Twin tank Gas fryer, stainless steel coated . 800 x 900 x 900mm

56

MBM EF477T Electric Single Basket table top Fryer Fryer The worktop is in AISI 304 18/10 stainless steel of 1.5 mm thickness. The
AISI 304 18/10 stainless steel tanks, moulded and with rounded corners, are fixed to the surface with continuous welding to facilitate
cleaning operations. The large col ...[more]

57

Lincat PB33 Single Tank Electric Pasta Boiler A single tank pasta boiler with front mounted controls to ensure a safe working practice.
The PB33 has a hinging element with safety cut out which provides easy access to the tank for easy cleaning. Front drain taps are in
place for fast, simple drainag ...[more]

58

Magicater LPC30 Outside use GAS GRILL Magicater Transportable Gas Grill, 30", aluminized steel construction, modular design,
stainless steel radiant, pilot system, water tubs, chrome cooking grid, steel legs with 6" casters, shut off valve, tank purchased
separately, LP gas. The LPG outdoor caterin ...[more]

59

Hobart HG65F77M 6 burner Gas cooker 6 burner gas burner with large oven 1100 x 800 x 940mm

60

Falcon G3101 Gas 6 Burner The Falcon 6 Burner Dominator Plus Range G3101 Natural Gas with Feet features high performance
burners with cast iron pan supports and a general purpose oven. The removable stainless steel hob and vitreous enamelled gas oven
chamber are both easy to clean, as well as to use ...[more]

61

Falcon G3161 4 Burner Dominator Plus Natural Gas with Splash back and shelf The highly compact Falcon 4 Burner Dominator Plus
Range G3161 Natural Gas with Feet from best-selling brand Falcon features high performance burners with cast iron pan supports and
a general purpose oven. The removable st ...[more]

62

MBM GTF77 LPG solid top with Oven The worktop is in 1.5 mm AISI 304 stainless steel with pressed edges for liquid collection. The
cooking plate with a surface area of 40 dm2 is in cast iron (10 mm thickness) with a removable central ring and it is powered by a 9 kW
stainless steel burner, placed und ...[more]

63

Bonnet Double Gas Solid Top with oven If you’re looking for the perfect double gas solid top for your commercial kitchen this is the
product for you!. This Bonnet is in superb condition and is available to view at our warehouse today! Ideal for small to medium
operations, this popular model is reli ...[more]

64

Angelo po Angelo PO cooking suite This Angelo Po is sold as a complete set. Angelo Po, a firm with over 90 years of history behind it,
is market leader in the design and production of complete systems for the catering industry worldwide. From horizontal and vertical
cooking lines to food storage s ...[more]

65

Bakers pride P46S 4 Deck pizza oven with 4 shelves 2 doors The Bakers Pride® model P46S oven features two independently
controlled baking chambers: an upper chamber with two decks that is great for pizza, pretzels, and flatbreads and a taller lower chamber
with one deck for baking or roasting. Thi ...[more]

66

Rational CCD61 6 grid Electric Combination oven with stand At your fingertips you have access to the cooking experience gathered by
hundreds to chefs over decades. You select your desired result for any product from joints of meat through to cookies and then simply
forget about it until they are ...[more]

67

Angelo po Combi master 10 grid Combination oven Electric This combination oven includes various features to enhance your cooking
style, either in a business or at home. It can enable you to make 80-150 meals per day- gaining the best for you. 845mm x 770mm x
1042mmmm 3 Phase

68

Hobart CSD1013G 10 Grid Combination oven Natural Gas This 10 Grid combi oven comes from Hobart for the price of only £1644
including a stand in the price. Stainless steel interior and exterior with unlocking devices to open a double glass panel. 900 x 810 x
1670mm

69

HOBART Hclh-101g-kk 10 Grid Combination Oven Electric When it comes to commercial catering equipment, Hobart Cooking Solutions
has a cost effective solution. Hobart proudly manufacture innovative, reliable and efficient machines to satisfy the demands of every
style and size of catering operation. ...[more]

70

Electrolux Air O Steam 10 Grid Combination Oven Electric Whether you're roasting meats, steaming vegetables or baking pastry , the
Electrolux air-o-steam electric combination makes it easy. With a full 10 grid capacity, there's plenty of space for large quantities of food
- ideal for use in restaur ...[more]

71

Moorwood Vulcan 60S2D Natural Gas Atmospheric steamer Very clean and functional steamer. Highly efficient and manufactured by a
company specialising in commercial steamer equipment. A great chance to add a very important piece of equipment to your kitchen.
600 x 720 x 1700mm

72

Miwe Aero shop Double stack Bakery Convection Oven with hood Electric MIWE aero shop oven is distinguished by outstanding baking
results and high functionality. The MIWE aero is very easy to maintain and clean. Ease of use by MIWE control with up to 30 baking
programs. Integrated steam generator wi ...[more]

73

Zanussi FCS201G5 20 grid Combination Oven Gas A compact, combi-microwave oven that’s a big performer. Enjoy all the cooking
possibilities offered by a large multi-functional . Oct This dual compact built-in oven with grill is a 1-stop shop for heating, cooking,. 900 x
1000 x 1780mm

74

TurboChef I3 TurboChef Electric convection Oven Used but in great condition, prepared and taken care of by our engineers. This
powerful TurboChef electric oven can rapidly cook food but does not compromise its quality. This attractive steel and aluminium oven is
ideal for restaurants fine dining bi ...[more]

75

King Edwards Classic Compact Baked Potato Oven With this classic King Edward compact potato oven, you can bake up to 25
potatoes to perfection in just 60 minutes with additional storage space for another 25 potatoes. 450 x 450 x 650mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

76

Euro grill TG50 Small Chicken ROTISSERIE ELECTRIC The EURO GRILL TG50 is healthy, clean and simple to operate and is the
perfect addition to front of house areas or kitchens. The movement will catch the customers eye and the smell of great spit roast chicken
will bring customers back for more. F ...[more]

77

lanox convection oven Pe005k Convection Oven This 3 phase convection oven includes a 6 grid capacity as well as an exterior finish of
stainless steel. 960 x 960 x 700mm 3 Phase

78

Barbecue king SS1183 Chicken Rotisserie Single chicken rotisserie table top 790 x 500 x 800mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

79

Italforni Pesaro 4 x 4 Single or 3 phase Pizza Oven A 4 x 4 table top, 3 phase pizza oven that will hold 8 and 12 inch Pizzas. It includes
an exterior finish of stainless steel and 2 Decks. 900 x 870 x 700mm 3 phase or single

80

Mobile chip Scuttle mobile chip scuttle ...[more]

81

Parry Heated display lights heated display lights Stainless steel coated heated lights perfect to keep food warm, produced by Parry 1300
x 500 x 750mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

82

Comdena lC380/1 Hood Dishwasher This Hood style dishwasher includes a stainless steel finish as well as being able to allow 48 racks
per hour to ensure that the most can e made out of this Comdena dishwasher. Included is a thermostat and a basket that is
500x500(mm) 640 x 600 x 1470mm 3 Phase

83

OLIS GS-50 Undercounter dishwasher The GS-50 is the feature packed budget priced solution. It is powerful, compact and takes the
standard 50 x 50cm rack. 600 x 600 x 820mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

84

Electrolux EHTG Electrolux Hood Dishwasher Electrolux pass through dishwasher 660 x 750 x 1500mm 3 Phase

85

Filipa Mario 1.0M Multideck with night-blind Filipa have really put some superb design features into this multideck. With an angled
mirror, optimal lighting and baskets your fruit and vegetables will never look better. High visibility of your produce along with balanced
temperature control makes t ...[more]

86

Hobart Ecomax ECO H603-10A Hood Dishwasher The Ecomax Plus H603 pass through dishwasher is efficient and easy to operate,
with electronic controls and a digital temperature display. The powerful 0.73kW pump delivers total wash coverage via separate upper
and lower wash and rinse arms. 640 x 740 x 1 ...[more]

87

Igloo NST64174 Heated Servery with glass surround Heated servery unit with capacity for 4 x 1/1 Gastronorm pans. Wet well 1500 x
800 x 1260mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

88

MAWI MPS WCH1 Refrigerated serve over counter Glass fronted serve over counter with 2 door under storage and granite top 1500 x
800 x 1220mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

89

Koki M-10-CUK White multi deck 1m wide grab and go chiller cabinet white exterior and night blind 1000 x 850 x 2000mm V/Ph/Hz.
230/1/50

90

Breza 125 Chiller serve over Refrigerated Serve over cabinet with under storage 1500 x 1100 x 1200mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

91

Heated Drop in unit Heated top in unit Heated display unit with heated lights and ceramic base 1870 x 620 x 500mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

92

Hot Cupboard Hot Cupboard Stainless Steel Hot Cupboard Hot cupboard with stainless steel sliding doors with Splash Back 1500 x 700
x 900mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

93

Chilled display unit Chilled Display unit Self service display unit Self service glass fronted chilled display unit. Rear Loading 1180 x 750 x
640mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

94

Victor BS3QHB8258 Mobile Hot Cupboard Mobile hot cupboard with 3 x 1/1 Gastronorm Bain Marries 1200 x 600 x 830mm V/Ph/Hz.
230/1/50

95

Bartlett 430E123B Hot Cupboard with Bain Marie Dry Heat 3 gastronorm Bain Marie with hot unit and lights above 1200 x 650 x
1300mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

96

Aspull Catering STN STL T68 Heated lights heated gantry with lights 1000 x 700 x 430mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

97

Aspull Catering Mobile heated CPTOP Glass fronted heated service heated service display with hot cupboard. Glass fronted 32 amps.
1800 x 970 x 1460mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

98

Frixilo TEJO11H Patisserie Display cabinet Refrigerated patisserie display cabinet perfect for the display of desserts. White exterior and
refrigerant of R134a this is a perfect addition to your café/resturant/bar. 1000 x 950 x 1300mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

99

Moffat VCRW4 Mobile Servery counter with Bain Marie The Versicarte Plus range of modular units can be used singly or combined to
create an attractive mobile servery counter. 1490 x 680 x 900mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

100

Plate warmer Plate warmer Mobile Plate warmer Mobile plate warmer with granite top 800 x 800 x 900mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

101

Island salad bar Island Salad bar Mobile salad bar with curved glass sneeze screen both sides 1500 x 800 x 1350mm V/Ph/Hz.
230/1/50

102

Norpe NORIX-120-M 1200 Wide grab and go unit 1200 Wide multideck with stainless steel exterior with night-blind, glass side panels
and deep shelves. 1200 x 650 x 1780mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

103

Caravell Grab and go unit with night-blind Stainless steel coated, 3 shelf grab and go unit with night-blind 1200 x 620 x 2000mm
V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

104

Soup well Soup well with drain Serve signature soup, sauce, and stew at the perfect temperature with the Wells 7 qt. round drop-in soup
well with drain! Perfect for buffet-style setups, this food well holds accommodates standard 7-quart round inset pans. 150 x 305 x
203mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

105

Buffalo J626 Slicer Buffalo slicer stainless steel exterior. 550 x 800 x 400mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

106

Robot Coupe R101 Food processor The Robot Coupe R 101 XL Food Processor is the ideal high power food prep appliance for all
kinds of commercial kitchens. It is specifically designed to adhere to the strictest of hygiene standards whilst its high quality construction
ensures that it is robust, durab ...[more]

107

Key Choc CHO8 Chocolate holding tank Stainless steel chocolate holding tank 300 x 400 x 280mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

108

VA-300 Slicer Slicer 700 x 600 x 550mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

109

Waring WGR200U Multi Grill This multi grill by Waring finished in high gloss black and brushed steel is ideal for a wide range of foods
due to its reversible non-stick grill and griddle plates that are easily removable. 299 x 334 x 180mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

110

Falcon G2502 Gas grill You are looking at a heavy duty, high output Falcon Gas Grill G2502. This item offers flexible grilling
performance with an easy to clean stainless steel exterior! Single high power gas burner, Supplied with 600 x 400mm brander and
nickel plated grid shelf. Easy to clean all ...[more]

111

Prisma food IBM20 Spiral mixer The spiral mixer is the ideal equipment for pizzerias, pastry- shops, bakeries and families. The
particular shape of the spiral allows obtaining a perfectly mixed dough in few minutes. The bowl, the spiral, the central column and the
protection grid are made of stainl ...[more]

112

Hobart A120 12 litre Planetary Mixer The A120N bench and floor mounted planetary mixers have a 12 litre capacity and come complete
with a timer, stainless steel bowl, beater, whip and hook. This 12 litre mixer range has an efficient planetary action, operating on single
phase, with 3 speeds option ...[more]

113

Crypto Peerless EM20 30 litre Mixer Fantastic mixer, 30 litre with stainless steel coat. 550 x 650 x 1450mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

114

Sammic BE40 40 Litre Dough Mixer Sammic BE-40 (1500240) - Professional food mixer for preparing dough (bread, cake...), egg
whites (soufflés, meringue...), sauces (mayonnaise...) and minced meat mixtures. 586 x 777 x 1202mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

115

Hobart H600 60 Qt Mixer The Hobart H600-F3MHE floor standing planetary mixer is a versatile, flexible and powerful mixer finished in
blended metallic paintwork, suitable for every type of operation and able to cope with all capacity requirements. Ergonomically designed
for ease of use and consisten ...[more]

116

Bunn Dual TF DBC CE230 Coffee brew system The Dual TF DBC Resource Centre is designed to provide you with a multitude of
resources targeting the Dual TF DBC coffee brewer. 500 x 670 x 910mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

117

Marco AQUARIUS 15 Heated Water tap Ideal for all catering locations e.g.: Hotel & restaurant kitchens coffee shops canteens.
Plumbed into the mains water supply. Excellent performance & value for money. Electronically controlled 280 x 320 x 580mm V/Ph/Hz.
230/1/50

118

Instanta 6000-6 Heated Water tap Heated water tap by Instanta, 3 phase electric with two dispensers and stainless steel coat 415 x 430
x 580mm 3 Phase

119

Buffalo GH187 Heated Water tap From best selling brand Buffalo, this is a high quality countertop automatic fill water boiler which easily
dispenses a consistent 31 litres per hour of piping hot, filtered water. Incredibly simple to use, the water boiler features a stylish onetouch control panel w ...[more]

120

Burco 76500 Heated Water tap The Burco 76500 - CB961 is a 10 litre capacity autofill water boiler, patented safety locking tap, safety
cut out - in the unlikely event of the unit overflowing or overboiling the unit will completely cut out. Flat element maximises output and
minimises limescale. Quic ...[more]

121

Lincat EB3 Heated Water tap The Filter Flow boilers have a high hourly output which is ideal in busy establishments, and its stylish
design makes it ideal for front-of-house. The convenient, easy-change filters means there is no need to call out an engineer. Just slide
the cartridge into its housing ...[more]

122

Marco 370 1005lC Heated Water tap Completed with a polished stainless steel exterior coating and an easy to clean and descale
feature, the Marco Manual Fill Water Boilers will present any environment in which the product is placed with a professional appearance
284 x 284 x 460mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

123

Marco IILTRO Shuttle Coffee brew system This Brewer can make batches of 2, 4 & 6 Litres of coffee at a time. The coffee is dispensed
into a 6L vacuum insulated, dispensing Urn (sold separately) which comes with its own stand. 300 x 510 x 925mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

124

TSE TSE 25L Water Boiler Heating elements for water boilers of domestic and foreign manufacturers. These heating elements can be
equipped with a Cotherm TSE thermostat adjusted specifically to their operation requirements. 300 x 335 x 380mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

125

Bravilor B10 HW Bulk Coffee Maker Part of the innovative Bravilor Bonamat B series of high quality bulk coffee makers, the Bravilor
B10-HW boasts the ability to brew 10 litres of filter coffee in just ten minutes, as well as the versatility and flexibility of being able to then
take it elsewhere, su ...[more]

126

Lincat EB3FX Automatic Boiler The Lincat EB3FX - CS570 2016 Model is part of the new and improved Filter Flow range of automatic
water boilers, which features unique built-in water filtration and advanced onboard diagnostics to help determine when descaling or
other operational maintenance is requi ...[more]

127

Buffalo DN487 Pour on Coffee Machine Dispense and serve high quality filter coffee from the powerful and best selling manual fill
Buffalo pour on coffee machine. Supplied with a 1.9 litre vacuum jug as standard, simply fill the machine with water, place the filter and
coffee into the basket and swi ...[more]

128

Laspaziale S40 Electronic Coffee Machine Electronic coffee machine with proportioned dose setting. It can make up to 150 cups a day,
and has easy replaceable handle grips, making your experience with the La Spaziale better each time 770 x 530 x 600mm V/Ph/Hz.
230/1/50

129

Expobar G10 3 Group Espresso Coffee machine Compact automatic espresso coffee machines with 3 groups, an electronic
switchboard to control the coffee dosages volumetrically, automatic water filling and copper boiler with a heat exchanger per group and
cleaning valve. One steam tap (stainless steel) ...[more]

130

Carimali CHOCOLUX Hot chocolate dispenser Efficient, stylish and contemporary, the Carimali Hot chocolate dispenser Instant Drinks
Machine provides rapid dispensing of quality hot chocolate or coffee at the simple touch of a button. Incredibly easy to fill and maintain,
it is ideally placed in sel ...[more]

131

Virgin Pure T6 Hot and cold water dispenser Reliable, easy to maintain, easy to use and stylish. Reflect your business with our sleek
designs available in a range of colours to suit your space. Triple filtered and UV purified for great taste. 90% of people surveyed prefer
the taste of our water to b ...[more]

132

Autonumis UG Automatic Milk Dispenser The large capacity bag-in-box milk dispenser from Autonumis provides the ideal milk
dispensing solution for self-service establishments such as service stations, hotels and gyms. Spillage is kept to a minimum with the
mess-free drip tray and convenient level dis ...[more]

133

IMI Cornelius Focus Beverage dispense The Focus beverage dispenser provides a “plug and play” dispense solution for ready-to-drink
products including milk, cold coffees, lattes, juices, and iced tea. The unit’s vertical orientation and merchandising capability make it the
choice for top brands and ...[more]

134

Hosk DELUXSPRAY 20x3 Juice dispenser Fruit juice coolers are suitable for all kinds of fruit juice, ice-tea cold coffee, ayran products.
Resistant to breakage, 12 and 20 Litter Polycarbonic Reservoir and Reservoir Cover. Easy cleaning thanks to removable hopper. Two
Pieces Stainless Steel, Non-Bact ...[more]

135

Hosk DELUXSPRSAY 20x1 Juice dispenser The new HOSKSPRAY cold drink dispenser can refrigerate and dispense every kind of
cold beverages, from tea to coffee from milk to natural juices. Super strong, virtually unbreakable polycarbonate bowls and covers. 12
Litre Bowl Capacity. 210 x 430 x 730mm V/Ph ...[more]

136

Bakers Pride EP-2-2828 Double Deck Pizza oven Bakers Pride EP-2-2828 Countertop Electric Pizza Deck Oven is the perfect
appliance to prepare great products while not taking up a lot of valuable work space. With a heavy gauge stainless steel exterior, this
countertop oven will be sure to prove durab ...[more]

137

Hobart sel2/0 Salamander grill Grill Salamander SEL2/0 4 is intended for frying meat, poultry, fish, vegetables and fast heating of semifinished products at public catering and trade establishments. The model is equipped with heating elements located in the upper panel.
The case is made of stainle ...[more]

138

Heated Display cabinet Table top heated display cabinet Glass fronted heated display cabinet table top with rear sliding doors. 1100 x
800 x 570mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

139

Hobart Ecomax EGPL86 Grill With German build quality, ease of use, reliability and, most importantly, affordability at its heart, the
Ecomax range is designed specifically with small and medium-sized caterers in mind. 800 x 600 x 1040mm 3 Phase or single

140

Falcon E6478 Atmospheric steamer Stainless steel coated atmospheric steamer by falcon 600 x 700 x 1560mm 3 Phase

141

Zumex xSpeed large capacity Juicer The Zumex Speed Pro Self-Service Podium is the perfect option for any self-service hospitality
environment with a high juice demand. It is capable of very quick performance, and it can juice 40 fruits a minute while still producing an
incredibly high juice yield. ...[more]

142

Williams HZ16 R1 Single door 500litre chiller Williams slimline 500 litre chiller. Bottom mounted condensing unit. Excellent for hot
kitchen. 737 x 722 x 1906mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

143

Foster BSF11 11 KG Blast Freezer 11 KG blast freezer designed to bring food down from +70C to -!8C in 4 hours 700 x 800 x 890mm
V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

144

Hobart Ecomax CHH50 Pass through dishwasher without inbuilt water softener The Hobart Ecomax CHH50 is an efficient, economical
& powerful pass through dishwasher suitable for any busy independent kitchen. Adaptable for either straight through or corner
operations ensuring it will meet all your o ...[more]

145

True GDM23HC Bottle Chiller The True GDM-23-HC-LD WHT one-section glass door merchandiser features a white vinyl exterior with
a black grille and door frame to accent. White aluminium interior brightens the cabinet, and the stainless steel floor is easy to clean since
it has a built-in drain. The h ...[more]

146

Blue seal G516DF-LS 6 ring Gas Cooktop with spice rack no oven This Gas Cooktop is perfect for a busy business, as it ensures great
quality of service each time! It includes a Cooktop with 900mm griddle on cabinet basis well as Removable heavy-duty cast iron burners
and vitreous enamel pot stands. ...[more]

147

Blue seal E47 450mm Electric Pasta Cooker The Blue Seal Evolution Series Pasta Cooker is built for speed. Fully modular, and
featuring a unique pan design, it comes well equipped for the continuous production of perfect pasta. From variable high boil to standby
simmer our patented infrared burner s ...[more]

148

Garland SU685 Electric 6 ring Oven The Garland SU685 commercial restaurant range's full size "Convection Oven" has a complete
porcelainized interior finish for better heat retention and easier clean up. The oven has an electro-mechanical, heavy-duty thermostat
with a temperature range of 150-550 d ...[more]

149

Garland SUERC Electric salamander grill Salamander grill MSTSRC made by GARLAND, manufactured for cooking toasts, open
sandwiches, Julien and other dishes. With using this equipment You cannot only cook appetising meals with golden-brown crust, and
also keep them up hot over long-time period. 864 ...[more]

150

Hobart HTS2-10 Hobart Water Boiler Hobart Water Boiler 200 x 230 x 400mmSingle Phase 16Amp

151

Zip HD315 Duo Boil hot and cold dispenser This wall mounted instant boil and chill water dispenser includes a high capacity boiling
storage and chilled unit. The fingertip control is for safe filling of cups or glasses and it also comes with the feature of hands free
operation for filling large c ...[more]

152

Husky HUS-DS2 2 door drinks cabinet Husky are a popular brand in the hospitality industry, reliable and long standing market presence
worldwide. Husky 2 glass door commercial alfresco under bench bar fridge with lock, perfect for pubs, clubs, restaurants and
entertaining. 900 x 500 x 900mm V/Ph/Hz. ...[more]

153

True TUC-27F 1 door Prep counter True undercounter units are designed with enduring quality that protects your long term investment.
Designed using the highest quality materials and components to provide the user with colder product temperatures, lower utility costs,
exceptional food safety and the ...[more]

154

Williams BW600RI Williams Bottle chiller Williams Bottle cooler for mass storage of drinks 600 x 680 x 860mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

155

Unox convection oven XF090P Convection oven Unox convection oven, stainless steel coated a brilliant addition to your kitchen and
cooking. 850 x 700 x 550mm 3 Phase

156

Victor HD613T Heated Drawer 3 sections Victor Sovereign heated drawer units enable hot food to be prepared in advance of the
anticipated servicing time and stored in gastronorm containers in each drawer. The blown air heating module circulates hot air around
the container keeping the food in optimu ...[more]

157

Lincat Hot Plate LD3 Hot Gantry and base unit Lincat top of the range hot plate with Gantry and lights 1100 x 500 x 600mm V/Ph/Hz.
230/1/50

158

Falcon Single Tank Gas fryer Single tank Twin basket gas fryer. Perfect for frying chips and a incentive to your kitchen. With Side guard
600 x 800 x 900mm

159

Thermaplan Black and white CTS3 High Volume Coffee Machine Wake customers up with a tasty shot of espresso from this Bunn
43500.0000 Espresso B&W3 CTS Super Automatic 1L espresso machine! This machine is ideal for quick service restaurants, hotels,
colleges and universities, office buildings, an ...[more]

160

Precision PCF-15 15 kg Blast Chiller Precision’s high performance, easy to use Blast Chiller / Freezers have been designed to provide
energy efficient and reliable Chilling & Freezing solutions in commercial kitchens all around the world. 720 x 827 x 860mm V/Ph/Hz.
230/1/50

161

Apollo Contact Grill ADOOD Bistro Contact Grill This grill contains cast iron plates as well as removable grease trays. Its ribbed grill
bottom grill surface helps produce an excellent quality of food for you to serve, giving an extra effect. 475 x 320 x 210mm V/Ph/Hz.
230/1/50

162

Roller Grill Panini XL FT Panini Grill A panini machine already adopted by the great names of fast food business with an extra large
cooking surface to bake up to 5 paninis a time for an optimum outlet: 130 paninis per hour! 410 x 620 x 340mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

163

Lincat OE7400 Lincat grill Stainless steel hot plate. A perfect addition to your cooking maximising efficiency 600 x 780 x 300mm
V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

164

Lincat GWH1600 Hot Display Unit The Lincat GWH1600 is a food display bar which is hygienic and easy to clean, energy efficient close
fitting gastronorm containers, precise thermostatic control of cabinet temp. Well base and side refrigeration ensures even cooling
throughout bar length. Can fit 7 ga ...[more]

165

Williams Aztar H5CT Slimline Under counter chiller Williams 1 door refrigerated bench with Cool Smart controller is designed for easy
operation and features clear digital display, audible and visual alarms and fail safe facility. Accommodates 1/1 GN stain resistant nylon
coated wire shelves on sta ...[more]

166

Atosa MSF 8304 Pizza prep Counter 3 Door Pizza prep counter with marble top. Takes 3 x 1/3 gastronorm per section. 6 in total with
lids. 3 Doors under with refrigerated sections 1846 x 762 x 1109mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

167

Marco A06 10 Hot water delivery system Marco Beverage Systems ltd is a leading Irish hot water deliver systems company specialising
in providing hot water delivery systems, creative ideas and solutions to coffee and tea brewers in the Food & Beverage Industry around
the world. This model includ ...[more]

168

Water Boiler 30 Litre water boiler, stainless steel coated. 400 x 400 x 470mm

169

Polar GL178 Prep Top with glass With unique and innovative design from Polar Refrigeration, the countertop buffet servery unit is
reliable and hard working. Designed to take 6 x 1/6 pans. Circular shape. glass lid 767 x 612 x 328mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

170

Crypto peerless 20 qt Mixer 20 qt mixer stainless steel coated 400 x 600 x 800mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

171

Wood Stone Pizza Oven WS-MS.-6-RFG-CE-NG Wood Stone Gas Pizza Oven with ducting and fan From Wood Stone’s original
Mountain Series comes the Mt. Baker 6' Stone Hearth Oven. With 22-square feet of cooking surface, the Mt. Baker is an excellent
choice for medium to high production applications. The M ...[more]

172

Foster EP2/2H Foster gastronorm series 2 chiller counter with splashback Extra depth means increased capacity with the ability to hold
GN 2/1 pans. This all new EcoPro G2 counter has been designed with sleek, clean and minimalist styling that will help to create a
modern, refined and sophisticated ...[more]

173

Canopy Stainless steel canopy Stainless steel canopy with three baffle filters independent 2000 x 1200 x 300mm

174

Parry pizza oven The Parry Pizza Oven is a UK made electric pizza grill with instant heat infra red elements and automatic timer. The
simple dial controls ensure that the independently operated quartz elements are easy to use and the stainless steel construction and
removable crumb tray assists ...[more]

175

Victorian Baking PS Jacket Potato oven Entice your customers with the unique aroma of traditionally baked potatoes, cooked to
perfection. The beauty of baking your potatoes in one of our traditional potato ovens lies in their simplicity. The potato bakers multielement cooking system has low runnin ...[more]

176

Electrolux Air o stream 20 grid 20 grid gas combi oven Whether you're roasting meats, steaming vegetables or baking pastry , the
Electrolux air-o-steam electric combination makes it easy. With a full 20 grid capacity, there's plenty of space for large quantities of food
- ideal for use in restauran ...[more]

177

Victor JPS5 Mobile refrigerated salad bar Mobile, blue exterior, refrigerated salad bar with shelves rack and storage under. 1200 x 850 x
1280mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

178

Foster FMPRO9OH Multi Deck display unit Foster products are designed and built in Britain to provide excellent standards. This display
chiller is the ultimate large capacity, multideck solution to your easy access display requirements. . 880 x 490 x 1950mm V/Ph/Hz.
230/1/50

179

Frostec S-D 55/100 Multideck with night-blind Stainless steel coated, 3 shelves and a base multideck. 1000 x 540 x 960mm V/Ph/Hz.
230/1/50

180

Moffat Buffet unit The Versicarte Plus range of modular, heated, ambient and refrigerated units can be used singly or combined to
create an attractive Servery Counter. The units are constructed mainly from stainless steel with a wide choice of attractive, but tough,
coloured plastic coated cutter p ...[more]

181

Ambient Drawer Two door stainless steel ambient drawers with gantry 2400 x 940 x 1360mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

182

Hot Cupboard with Bain Marie Stainless steel hot cupboard buffet unit. 1800 x 960 x 1480mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

183

Counter line Refrigerated Grab and go unit Grab and go drop in unit. Shelf stainless steel coated 1500 x 680 x 1200mm V/Ph/Hz.
230/1/50

184

Lincat RFR150S Refrigerated merchandiser The Lincat RFR150S refrigerated merchandiser is excellent for self service, has a large
capacity holding food below 7°C in ambient conditions up to 25°C. Top-mounted refrigeration allows all-round visibility to maximise food
sales potential. Perfect for busy ...[more]

185

Zoin HILL150 VETRO CURvO Refrigerated display cabinet Refrigerated display cabinet front round glass tempered tipping and static
cooling with two evaporators 1500 x 790 x 1240mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

186

Mondial Jolly SLX 10 PENTLAND Tiered display unit Mondial 4 shelves with ticket strip and shelf edge stopper, night-blind as standard
and internal illumination. 985 x 737 x 2085mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

187

Mobile 2 THN-MS 310 Plate warmer Mobile with 4 castors around 125 mm, 2 with brakes, with plate mounting. Completely closed
stainless steel construction, outer shell matt cut. 435 x 870 x 910mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

188

Capone Ovens BS435/2M-C5-CP Two deck electric pizza oven Two deck electric pizza oven, three phase to take four pizzas per deck.
1000 x 860 x 640mm 3 phase

189

Polysec Freezer room Polysec Remote Freezer Room This Polysec comes in great condition prepared by our engineers. With specialist
features this cold room includes a racking support system which is constructed with hygiene and ease of cleaning as a major priority. In
most units all of the racking i ...[more]

190

Serve over chiller Serve over chiller with refrigerated drawers 1850 x 1120 x 1360mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

191

Vastia Expo Vertical Single door drinks cabinet Glass fronted single door drinks chiller. With lights good condition. 610 x 820 x 2030mm
V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

192

Frigorex R01651245688 Single door drinks cabinet Glass fronted grey exterior drinks cabinet. 500 x 680 x 1900mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

193

Interlevin Service over and cake display cabinet White exterior glass fronted display cabinet. In superb condition 1460 x 980 x 1250mm
V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

194

Victorian Baking Jacket Potato oven Small Jacket potatoes Oven Red exterior 410 x 500 x 370mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

195

Bravilor WHK-001 Bravilor Bonamat WHK Cup Heater The Bravilor Bonamat WHK Cup Heater allows you to provide your customers
with the great coffee experience they are after by serving them your quality coffee in a heated cup, which helps to keep their coffee hot.
Its hygienic stainless steel constructi ...[more]

196

True TSSU-48 Prep C outer Factory engineered, self-contained, capillary tube system using environmentally friendly R290 hydro carbon
refrigerant that has zero (0) ozone depletion potential (ODP), & three (3) global warming potential (GWP). Patented forced-air design
holds 33°F to 41°F (0.5°C t ...[more]

197

Hobart AMXS-16 Dishwasher with vapour rinse Hobart model AMXS-16 pass through dish washer SN 866004362 year 2012 The
AMX/AUP Series of dishwasher combines the latest technology with renowned Hobart expertise to deliver 635 x 742 x 1510mm 3
Phase or single

198

Hoshizaki IM-21CLE 20 KG Ice Maker The Hoshizaki is an advanced design hygienic ice maker which produces strong long lasting
cube shaped ice. 398 x 446 x 695mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

199

Pitco 40D Floor standing Gas Fryer Fill out your cooking line up or replace a worn-out fryer with this Pitco 40D natural gas 40 - 45 lb. 4
tube stainless steel floor fryer! 15 1/8 Inches x 30 9/32 Inches x 47 9/32 Inchesmm

200

Rational SPC 101 10 Grid Combi Oven by Rational The SelfCookingCenter reduces workloads exactly the way kitchen teams need: it
cooks quickly, it’s easy to use, it delivers the food quality you specify, and it even saves you time, money and energy in the process. It
takes all monitoring and checkin ...[more]

201

Nicoletta Refrigerated display cabinet This commercial refrigeration unit draws customers eyes directly to your products – it makes an
excellent grab and go cabinet for sandwiches and drinks. Perfect for busy cafes, canteens & shops. 1300 x 720 x 1450mm V/Ph/Hz.
230/1/50

202

Enofrigo ID S.N Countertop refrigeration Refrigeration counter designed for demonstration, cooling and short-term storage of salads and
refrigerated snacks at public catering and trade establishments. The design of the counter provides a side-to-side table, which saves
space considerably. 1470 x ...[more]

203

Comenda LC 900 BT Hood Dishwasher The Comenda LC900 Industrial Dishwasher is a high-capacity fully programmable Hood Type
Dishwashing unit supplied by Intellico capable of handling up to 860 plates per hour, or around 140 covers per hour. Ideal for straight
line or corner operation, the ware washe ...[more]

204

Moffat Hot Cupboard with Bain Marie Hot cupboard with stainless steel sliding doors. 1200 x 640 x 900mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

205

Unox XP020 Unox XP020 SpidoCook Glass Ceramic Contact Grill Glass ceramic is the perfect material for contact cooking. It is shock
and thermal resistant, impervious to odour and flavour and very easy to clean. The infrared heating element is carefully inserted into the
body of the insulating mater ...[more]

206

Unox XP020 PT Unox Glass Ceramic Contact Grill Glass ceramic is the perfect material for contact cooking. It is shock and thermal
resistant, impervious to odour and flavour and very easy to clean. The infrared heating element is carefully inserted into the body of the
insulating material in a pa ...[more]

207

Maestrowave MEMT16050X Double contact grill Double contact grill with ribbed top and bottom cast iron plates. Ideal for panini/bread
items. 610 x 380 x 460mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

208

Buffalo Black Soup Kettle Expand your menu with the highly reliable Buffalo Soup Kettle in Black. Able to accommodate up to 10 litres
of high-margin soup, chilli, curry, mulled wine, Bolognese and much more, the soup kettle offers an attractive and compact front-ofhouse merchandising solution. D ...[more]

209

Garland Starfire Sentry 6 burner cooker When you cook without boundaries, you can take your menu anywhere. Inspired by the culinary
craftsmanship of master chefs, the new Garland® Restaurant Range is the expert’s choice for durability, performance and ease of
maintenance.Garland Empowers Better ...[more]

210

Zanussi 10 gird combi oven 10 grid Gas combi oven by Zanussi 900 x 900 x 1850mm

211

Victor BTREF2 Chilled Table Top Unit Chilled Table Top Unit by Victor. Designed to keep food fresh and chilled for serving. 1200 x
1100 x 680mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

212

Precision BBS 900 2 door Back Bar chiller Precision's Back Bar Storage cabinets combine great looks with the latest hassle free energy
saving refrigeration technology. These cabinets make a stylish addition to any bar concept with numerous exterior finishes, as well as
door and handle options, to c ...[more]

213

Precision BBS 600 Single door Back Bar chiller Precision's Back Bar Storage cabinets combine great looks with the latest hassle free
energy saving refrigeration technology. These cabinets make a stylish addition to any bar concept with numerous exterior finishes, as
well as door and handle options, ...[more]

214

Tefrigo Prisma 400 Rotating Shelf Silver Display Cabinet Available with glass rotating shelves the Prisma refrigerated cabinets with
glass on all 4 sides and vertical lighting are ideal for displaying cakes and desserts. Fan assisted cooling gives even temperature over
the whole unit. The rotatin ...[more]

215

Interlevin CK7210 2 Door Refrigerated Counter The Tefcold CK7210 accepts gastronorm pans (not supplied) within its 1/1 Gastronorm
cupboards and a 100mm high splashback to the rear of the unit and many other options are featured above 1360 x 700 x 950mm
V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

216

Lincat LBR Boiling Top The LBR has a compact, low-profile design giving a comfortable working height when used on a typical 900mm
high worktop. This unit features variable heat control and automatic power reduction, if a pan boils dry or is removed prolonging the life
of the hotplate. 285 x 400 x 11 ...[more]

217

Aroma 2 group Coffee Machine We put the barista inside the machine so you don't have to be one! This is a next generation of
automatic coffee machine that simplifies and automates the process of producing a true cafe quality coffee similar to that delivered by a
high end manual commercial machine ...[more]

218

Lincat EB6F Water Boiler The stylish and popular WRAS approved 18 litre water boiler incorporating the unique built-in FilterFlow water
filtration system. This model is ideal for self-service operations that require a constant flow of filtered piping hot water. This product must
be hardwired to a 3 ...[more]

219

Gram K 1407 CSG A 2D/3D 2 door counter chiller The refrigerator table Gastro 07 K1407 can be used in the island or in the wall
version, and, if necessary, it is installed under the existing working surface. Suitable for gastronorm GN 1/1 (530x325mm). 1289 x 700 x
905mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

220

Gram CSG A DL/DL/D 3 door chiller counter The range includes flat and saladette worktops with or without splashback – saladette
worktops with insulated or acrylic lids. The cabinet is also available with insulation board only, i.e. without a worktop. 1726 x 700 x
905mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

221

Heated Draw cabinet Heated draws stainless steel coated perfect to keep food warm 650 x 800 x 870mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

222

Kitchen Aid 5KPM5 Mixer The Kitchen aid K5 (5KPM5) - J498 is one of the best selling commercial mixers, especially when its
exceptional range of features and attachments, including a 4.8 Ltr brushed stainless steel bowl, pouring shield, flat beater, dough hook
and wire whisk, are taken into consid ...[more]

223

Glass fronted table top display chiller A high quality refrigerated merchandiser, featuring a curved glass front and frame for visual
appeal. Ideal for cafes and retail outlets looking to showcase and sell fresh food 702 x 568 x 686mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

224

W.M Still and Sons GC24 Gas Griddle Stainless steel coated gas grill 600 x 850 x 110mm

225

Robot Coupe J80 Ultra Automatic Juicer The Robot Coupe Automatic Juicer J80 Ultra is ideal for fast-paced establishments, such as
busy cafes or juice bars thanks to its time saving, user-friendly features. These include a unique and innovative design which allows for
a high output and removes the ...[more]

226

Robot Coupe J80 Ultra Automatic Juicer The Robot Coupe Automatic Juicer J80 Ultra is ideal for fast-paced establishments, such as
busy cafes or juice bars thanks to its time saving, user-friendly features. These include a unique and innovative design which allows for
a high output and removes the ...[more]

227

Santos 10 Automatic Juicer The Santos Automatic Citrus Juicer is exceptionally easy to use and offers great user control. Activation is
as simple as placing half a citrus fruit within the compartment and lowering the lever. Featuring 1500 rpm and a 5 year warranty on its
asynchronous motor, Santos ...[more]

228

Robot Coupe J80 Ultra Automatic Juicer The Robot Coupe Automatic Juicer J80 Ultra is ideal for fast-paced establishments, such as
busy cafes or juice bars thanks to its time saving, user-friendly features. These include a unique and innovative design which allows for
a high output and removes the ...[more]

229

Wolf RB36 Gas Salamander Grill Salamander Broiler, Gas, 36" wide range, counter or wall mount, 30,000 BTU heavy duty infrared
burner, infinite manual control, standing pilot ignition system, trigger grip positive rack positioning, stainless steel front, bottom, top and
sides, 3/4" top gas connect ...[more]

230

Fimar Dough Spreader Made out of stainless steel, the FI42 features high-density polypropylene rollers that are built for long-term use.
These durable rollers come with Perspex guards and are continually cleaned by spring-loaded scrapers. Sold as seen . 560 x 530 x
730mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

231

Foster PSG500L Upright Freezer Known for their reliable, durable products, this single door upright freezer from refrigeration experts
Foster will not fail to impress. Fitted with top-mounted refrigeration for easy access, and a side opening fully insulated single door this
appliance will allow yo ...[more]

232

Valera CT35A Counter Top Induction Hob Ideal for commercial kitchens, the CT35A induction hob is a great method of cooking,
reducing heat in the kitchen to create a better working environment. 385 x 520 x 177mm20 Amp Supply

233

Suzumo Machinery svc-atx Automatic Sushi Roller The Suzumo SVC-ATX is a fully automatic sushi roll (Nori-Maki) cutting machine.
The SCV-ATX cuts sushi rolls quickly, cleanly and safely. Simply put your rolled sushi on the cutting table, press the two buttons on the
bottom, and in less than 3 secon ...[more]

234

Suzumo Machinery SSN-GLA Automatic Nigiri Machine Most sushi chefs will tell you that making beautifully uniform Nigiri requires high
skill and concentration levels. The Automatic Nigiri Machine is ideal suited for a business that require fast uniform nigiri at the push of a
button. This machine ...[more]

235

Valera CT25A Counter Top Induction Hob The Valera CT 25A Induction Hob is suitable for all cookware with a ferrous content including
18/8 stainless steel.This Valera unit is safe to use, efficient, energy saving, hygienic and very easy to clean.With fast, easy to use rotary
controls give you ne ...[more]

236

Suzumo Machinery SSN-NNX Rice rolling machine The Suzumo SVR-NNX Sushi Machine can produce 3 types of maki rolls: futo-maki
(thick rolls), chu-maki (medium rolls) and hoso-maki (thin rolls). This machine is fitted with the medium rolling plate.Rice sheet weight:
Thin: 80g, Medium: 140g, Thick: 2 ...[more]

237

Ricemini RM-302A Rice washing and cleaning machine Rice washer machine. Top in its class for low energy use among aspirationtype, fully automated rice washing machines. 650 x 650 x 1950mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

238

Multivac C100 Vacpac Machine The Multivac Professional Vacuum Pack Machine C100 is specifically designed for use alongside
Waterbaths and Sous Vide machines, a feature evident in the double seam and severe closure it produces. This not only seals the
vacuum pack bag, but also prevents contaminatio ...[more]

239

Precision HCU311 Three door counter fridge with double gantry High ambient refrigeration system with energy saving intelligent
controller. Stainless steel coated with shelving 1805 x 670 x 865mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

240

Precision Two door counter fridge High ambient refrigeration system with energy saving intelligent controller. Stainless steel coated.
1345 x 520 x 865mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

241

Lincat EC08 Convection Oven with stand The robust unit accepts 1/1 GN containers and features a water injection facility giving a
professional finish to breads and pastries and also has a cook and hold facility. The ECO8 is built to last and is versatile with it being
ideal for roasts, pizzas, pies ...[more]

242

Blue Seal E91B 900mm Electric Salamander Four position racking salamander grill by Blue seal. 900 x 242 x 456mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

243

IBM EPOS System The IBM series has been designed to provide high POS performance and optimum customer experience in
hospitality, catering, and retail settings. It has an attractive design with a small footprint and its robust construction ensures that it won’t
be compromised by rough use or damage ...[more]

244

Dremax NK-100 High Speed Tumma cutter Fully automated, high-performance cutter cutter with forced feeder. Cuts radish a splendid
horse is completed in 20 to 25 seconds. 650 x 250 x 340mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

245

Precision Under counter chiller Each door takes 1/1 gastronorm trays on height adjustable shelves. 600 x 630 x 820mm V/Ph/Hz.
230/1/50

246

Precision 3 section 9 drawers chiller Precision manufactured 9 draw stainless steel refrigerated drawers. 1820 x 850 x 650mm V/Ph/Hz.
230/1/50

247

Black stools with stainless steel legs Comfortable and stylish Black high chairs. Perfect for Café Environment. x x mm

248

Counter line EH900 Open fronted heated display for self help service. Open fronted heated display for self help service. This display
maintains pre-heated cooked food at a regulated temperature. Perfect for hot rolls, pies, pasties, chicken portions etc. 920 x 655 x
1918mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

249

Cielo Full EPOS system Featuring an ultra-slim display and sleek aluminium vent-free chassis, the cielo epos lite is a beautiful and
compact ultra-silent, fanless Epos terminal that is powered by an Intel® Atom™ processor. The splash-proof unit boasts a space saving
footprint and a bright, backli ...[more]

250

Refrigerated Drop in unit 2 tier drop in unit 2 Tier refrigerated glass fronted drop in unit 800 x 520 x 770mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

251

Blizzard Heated Bain Marie with under storage Stainless steel coated blizzard wet bain marie. With 4 capacity gastronormm pans, this is
a heated unit. 1400 x 700 x 900mmSingle Phase 16 Amp

252

Santos 70 Automatic Juicer The Santos Evolution 70 Citrus Juicer is not only exceptionally quiet, making it ideal for front of house and
bar use, but is also very user friendly thanks to its patented clutch system. Its powerful motor makes light work of juicing, whilst its
attachments are not only ...[more]

253

Blizzard Heated Bain Marie with under storage Stainless steel wet bain marie with 4 gastronorm pans. 1400 x 700 x 900mmSingle
Phase 16 Amp

254

Giga GSP01 Pizza Oven Hot, fresh italian pizza - baked fast, baked perfectly, whethereve you want it. The Giga fast oven is the most
versatile counter-top pizza oven avilable, with consstent results comparable to those from a traditional wood-fired oven. 650 x 620 x
656mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

255

Foster NGH 17 BU With stainless steel and brown exterior,this Foster NGH17BU model is the perfect asset to your kicthen. With a
temperature range between 1C and 4C and a single phase plug in. 680 x 800 x 1930mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

256

Foster HR360 Double door undercounter chiller The HR 360 Undercounter refrigerator is a double door unit of increased capacity that
still offers the same convenience and practically as others in the range. Fosters front breathing refrigeration system makes this cabinet
particularly suitable for sitt ...[more]

257

Interlevin CF7410 4 door Freezer Prep Counter Tefcold CF7410 Freezer Prep Counter 4 Door 2230mm Width. This freezer counter
from Tefcold has 1 shelf per door, castors, digital temperature display, splashback and stainless steel finish. Includes 24 months
manufacturers parts warranty. 2230 x 700 x ...[more]

258

Mareno 6 Burner Gas cooker Stainless stel 6 burner cooker by Mareno. This high performance six burner oven is an essential piece of
equipment for your restaurant or bistro. The oven range includes separate controls for each of the burners making it easy to use. 900 x
750 x 850mm

259

Falcon Dominator Natural Gas atmospheric Steamer This a Falcon Dominator Gas atmospheric steamer. The unit consists of a
stainless steel oven compartment with side hinged door and water well at the bottom of the compartment. Water flows in from a rear
mounted cistern, the level automatically con ...[more]

260

Mareno Single Tank Fryer Stainless steel single tank fryer by Mareno ideal for producing large quantities of food without compromising
on quality 900 x 750 x 850mm

261

Falcon Dominator G2102 6 Burner Convection Natural Gas Oven The medium-duty, fan assisted Falcon Dominator Open Top
Convection Oven Natural Gas Range G2102 from market-leading brand Falcon comes with a variety of user-friendly features. These
include glass doors and an internal lighting aid to hel ...[more]

262

Fri-Jado MD 60 Heated Multi Deck Display Selling hot food from a self serve merchandiser is a great way to increase your sales and
margins. The Fri-Jado heated Multi Deck triggers your customers to pick up hot grab-and-go products in a quick and convenient way,
anywhere in the store. And thanks to ...[more]

263

King Edwards Jacket Potato oven Hand finished to exacting standards in beautiful vitreous enamel colours and also available in
stainless steel with chrome. Cast doors and solid brass embellishments bring elegance and durability to our Prestige range of potato
bakers and servery equipment.The Ki ...[more]

264

Duke RUF-8M Refrigerated work top Refrigerated two door worktop with a green/stainless steel finish. 480 x 310 x 400mm V/Ph/Hz.
230/1/50

265

Quattro FM20 Spiral Mixer The FM20 is ideal if your establishment requires mixing soft dough on a commercial scale. Designed to be
powerful and reliable, this mixer can quickly fold dough or batter at a time, suiting smaller pizzerias, patisseries and bakeries. 590 x 630
x 930mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50 ...[more]

266

Lincat SLR9N Silverlink 600 Natural Gas 6 Burner Range ill The high powered Lincat Silverlink 600 Natural Gas Range SLR9/N features
a large capacity gas oven and six fully pressed and sealed hobs with vitreous enamelled cast iron supports. The oven also features a
vitreous enamelled interior for e ...[more]

267

Moorewood vulcan Natural Gas 6 Burner Stainless steel natural gas 6 burner cooker with two doors. 900 x 710 x 900mm

268

M Line Plus Gas Solid top burner with oven Stainless steel heated solid top burner with underneath oven. 900 x 700 x 890mm

269

Offcar 7FRG26VP Natural Gas Double tank Fryer Top and tank pressed with fully rounded corners, in AISI 304 stainless stee. Y-shaped
tank treated with vulcanized silicone paint so as to improve thermal efficiency. Heal insulation of the combustion chamber . Large cold
zone on the bottom for depos ...[more]

270

Round aluminium tables Round aluminium tableDesigned for indoor or outdoor useIdeal for restaurants & pavement cafesZinc plated,
cast iron 4 star base x 700 dia. x 740mm

271

Falcon Gas Atmospheric steamer This a Falcon Dominator Gas atmospheric steamer. The unit consists of a stainless steel oven
compartment with side hinged door and water well at the bottom of the compartment. Water flows in from a rear mounted cistern, the
level automatically controlled by a ball v ...[more]

272

Litter Bin with Tray Stand This Litter Bin with Tray Stand is a discreet, heavy-duty litter bin and tray stand, ideal for cafes and fast food
outlets. Featuring swing door access to bin with internal frame for suspending bin liner and wipe-clean melamine surfaces for simple,
hygienic maintenance. ...[more]

273

Canopy Gas Atmospheric steamer This has been designed to meet the requirements of small to medium size catering environments.
The canopy should be at least as long as the equipment run to ensure that it captures steam and cooking odours. 1940 x 1200 x mm

274

Bravilor MND2-021 Filter Coffee Machine The Bravilor Bonamat Novo filter coffee machines is one of the most popular filter coffee
machines on the UK market. Use anywhere with a 13 amp socket. With a 5 minute brew time, and competitive price, this Bravilor filter
coffee machine is fantastic value f ...[more]

275

Bravilor Novo-021 Filter Coffee Machine The Bravilor Bonamat Novo filter coffee machines is one of the most popular filter coffee
machines on the UK market. It features two hot plates (one under brewing section and one on top) which are now flush with the machine
for easy cleaning. Use anywhere wi ...[more]

276

Braun J500 Juicer Enjoy your early-morning vitamin boost quickly and easily with the high-performance juicing system from Braun. It
only takes seconds, with no cutting necessary thanks to the convenient large feeder chute, which allows you to toss in whole fruits and
large chunks. The combination o ...[more]

277

Kenwood Chef KMC570 Mixer The Kenwood Premier Chef KMC570 is a smart and very robust kitchen machine for someone who likes
nothing more than to get busy creating delicious meals and baking delights.With an 1000W motor and three power outlets and huge
choice of attachments, the Premier Chef KMC560 ...[more]

278

Hot Gantry Unit Stainless Steel 4 slot serving unit. 650 x 300 x 300mm

279

Foster EP 1/2 H Refrigerator Counter The Foster EcoPro G2 counter range offers the flexibility and quality you would expect from the
commercial refrigeration market leader. Sleek new modern aesthetic combines form and function to give you a great looking easy to use
product. This two door unit fea ...[more]

280

Dean Industries MF90 Mobile Fryer Filter This Portable Oil Filter has a 80-lb oil capacity and a low-profile design to help in many
applications. This easy-to-use and easy-to-store mobile item removes crumbs and sediment from the oil that, if ignored, can cause
flavor transfer and a quicker breakdo ...[more]

281

Single Plate warmer dispenser This is a premium quality low priced professional Static Heated Plate Dispenser. Our counter or mobile
heated plate dispensers have adjustable, spring loaded mechanisms allowing for different plates sizes and easy access to plates which
are kept at the correct tempe ...[more]

282

Moffat Heated Display Cabinet Heated display cabinet by Moffat perfect for keeping food hot and fresh ready to serve. 900 x 1300 x
800mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

283

Chilled display self service unit with ambient unit This self service display counter is perfect for displaying food items and drinks with 3
stainless steel shelves and a stainless steel deck. Understated elegant styling blends perfectly into any front-of-house setting, with
performance that full ...[more]

284

Heated and chilled display unit heated and chilled display unit. Also sold individually at £1550 for the chiller and £1300 for the hot
service unit. Soup dispenser included (see pictures) 2580 x 1000 x 1420mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

285

LEC Commercial Undercounter freezer Hygienic easy clean impact resistant white plastic interiorand Lockable door. This is a perfect
undercounter freezer with its revisable door with continuous handle. 600 x 630 x 830mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

286

LEC Commercial Undercounter freezer The CU157S stainless steel under counter freezer from top selling brand Lec. The unit comes
with clear digital display, lockable door and four storage baskets. 558 x 600 x 863mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

287

Foster Pro 1/2H Refrigerated Counter Looking for a refrigerated food prep counter? Choose the EcoPro G2 from Foster with worktop, 2
doors, 4 shelves and GN 1/1 compatibility. 1415 x 700 x 865mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

288

Subway 3 comparntment salad bar Taken from subway this is a three compartment salad bar. 1520 x 870 x 1466mm V/Ph/Hz. 230/1/50

289

Foster PREM20BSF Bakery Freezer An upright, double door freezer manufactured to Fosters usual high standards able to mee. The
professional bakery’s demanding requirements. Maintaining temperatures -18°C/-21°C, this unit provides ideal back up for your busy
enterprise. A high quality 304 stainless ...[more]

290

Lines & Jones Base Cupboard Made of complete stainless steel, on four legs and smooth sliding doors. 1000 x 700 x 850mm

